The Afterthought Pocket
Steps:

1. Determine pocket location

5. Unravel the

2. Determine pocket size

6. Knit the pocket and bind

3. Choose Single-Layer or Double Layer

7. Close side holes

row and pick up stitches

off

with tails

4. Cutthe center stitch

7, Determine pocket location
Try the garment on and place a removable stitch marker
where you want the top of your pocket. Remember that
the pocket bag should end before the ribbing.

Vogue Knitting has some pretty firm guidelines about
placement and says that "the lower edge of a horizontal or
patch pocket should be no farther than 27-22" from the
shoulder and approximately 2/r-4" from the center front
edge." But of course, you can do whatever feels right to
you.

lf you want matching pockets, you will need to count the
rows and the stitches to mark a second location that
matches exactly. Or. . . just add one pocket.

2, Determine pocket size
Guidelines for pocket size are:
MAN,S POCKET:

WOMAN,S POCKET:

CHILD'S POCKET;

Width

Width = 5"- 6.5"

Width

Depth = 5.5"

Depth = 4.5"

6" -7.5"
Depth = 6.5" -8"
=

3. ChooseSingle-Layer

-7n

OR

lf you choose a single layer pocket, the stitches picked up
on the front needle will be used for the pocket trim. The
stitches picked up on the back needle will become the
pocket. They will be knit for the length desired and sewn
to the garment.

=

4'-5.5"

-6"

Double-Laver Pocket

lf you choose a double layer pocket, or a "pocket bag", all
the stitches will be picked up and the pocket will be knit in
the round. lf you want to add a pocket trim, you can pick
up stitches when you are finished.

5. Unravel row and pick up stitches

4. Cutthe center stitch

Using a double-pointed needle (or two circular or a magic
loop needle), pick up as many stitches as needed for the

6, Knit

the pocket and bind

off
(B) Double-Layer Pocket

(A) Single-Loyer Pocket
Leave the front stitches on a holder.
Pick up the back stitches and knit to the desired length. Bind

off stitches and sew the bottom and sides down to the inside
of the garment.
Pick up the front stitches and knit a pocket Uord"r.

Pick up allihe stitches on either: 3 double-pointed stitches, 2
circular needles or use magic loop.

round. On the first round, purl the front
pocket
will roll in more neatly. Knit in the
stitches and the
pocket
is as deep as desired.
round until the
Begin working in the

Tuck the pocket inside and bind off using a 3-needle bind off.
There will be one extra stitch - just bind off normally.
To add a pocket facing, pick up stitches in the purl bumps.

7.

Close side holes

with tails

Use the tail ends to close the gaps and tidy up the pocket

sides.

